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1 Introduction

In this chapter we will generally use “semantics” to refer to a formal analysis of meaning, and “computational” to refer to approaches that in principle support effective implementation, following Blackburn & Bos (2005).

There are many difficulties in interpreting natural language. These difficulties can be classified into specific phenomena—such as scope ambiguity, anaphora, ellipsis and presuppositions. Historically, different phenomena have been explored within different frameworks, based upon different philosophical and methodological foundations. The nature of these frameworks, and how they are formulated, has an impact on whether a given analysis is computationally feasible. Thus the topic of computational semantics can be seen to be concerned with the analysis of semantic phenomena within computationally feasible frameworks.

Unfortunately, the range of phenomena and the number of frameworks that are of relevance to computational semantics are too vast and this chapter too short to be able to do the subject full justice in the space available. Instead, this contribution should be seen as offering merely a taste of some issues in computational semantics, focusing primarily on logic-based approaches. There are differing views on what comes as the canon of computational semantics, and what aspects of semantics are deemed to be “solved”, and which research questions are considered open, and worthy of pursuit. For these reasons, the focus of the chapter will necessarily appear biased and unbalanced, reflecting the interests and prejudices of the author.

One factor that computational semantics requires over and above formal semantics is that we take seriously the notion of a semantic representation whose behaviour can be expressed independently of any model-theoretic interpretation. This is because an effective implementation needs to be able to use and reason directly with this representation: there can be no appeal to some abstract, external model to arbitrate over what inferences are valid.

In a formal theory of semantics, the appropriate inferential behaviour of the representation should be clearly and precisely formulated. Ideally, to ensure that the behaviour corresponds with our intuitions, the relevant behaviours should be captured as transparently as possible.

For computational semantics, the entailments of the representation language should also be computationally feasible. The notions of decidability are relevant here. In a decidable system, we can determine what does and does not follow from an expression. In a semi-decidable system, we can only guarantee to compute things that follow from an expression. This is also called recursive enumerability. If something does not follow, then the decision procedure may never halt. In an undecidable system, we cannot even guarantee to be able to compute what follows from a statement.

If there is a choice, then typically a decidable formulation should be preferred to a semi-decidable one, which in turn should be preferred to an undecidable formulation. Even a logic that is not decidable in general might be
decidable for those inferences that are of interest—as would be the case if the
domain of discourse was finite, for example—but it might be better to adopt
a formalism that captures this requirement by design or nature rather than
contingently.

In addition to techniques based upon formal semantics, the remit of com-
putational semantics may be taken to include corpus-based machine learning
techniques applied to aspects of interpretation, such as word-sense disambigua-
tion, and identification of entailments and semantic roles. Some such methods
are touched upon, although they are not the primary focus of this chapter.

1.1 Outline

This chapter is aimed at readers with some knowledge of syntactic theory, and
predicate logic. The focus here is on the formal and logical aspects of computa-
tional semantics, rather than on linguistic data, or statistical or corpus-based
 techniques. It is organised as follows. In Section 2 there is a basic introd-
uction to formal semantics, including a discussion of compositionality, elemen-
tary types, model theory and proof theory. In Section 3 the “state of the art”
treatment of the formal analysis of discourse and underspecified representa-
tions of quantifier scoping are outlined. In Section 4 some relatively open
formal topics are sketched, covering type theory, intensionality, and the anal-
ysis of non-indicatives. This section also includes some discussion of the issue
of power versus expressiveness of formal-representation languages. This cov-
ers the idea of treating “computability” as a constraint on formal semantic
theories.

Due to limitations of space, it is unavoidable that many important seman-
tic issues will not even be mentioned, including the full range of modalities,
hypotheticals, the meaning of names, mass terms and plurals, and the formal
analysis of topic and focus, and tense. It is also not possible to do full jus-
tice to the many relevant corpus-based techniques, but some of the latter are
briefly summarised in Section 5.
2 Background

Given that our core characterisation of computational semantics is founded on computationally tractable accounts of meaning that are rooted in formal semantics, it is appropriate to give an introductory account of what is usually meant by formal semantics.

Language is used to convey information. This can be directly, in terms of the literal content of an expression, or indirectly, either through accommodating the presuppositions of an expression (van der Sandt, 1992), or through some other forms of implicature (Grice, 1975, 1981).

We can use the following examples to illustrate the different kinds of information that can be conveyed.

(1) a) “The sun is rising”
   b) “Pick the other one!”
   c) “Can you pass the salt?”

The literal content of the first sentence is the claim that sun is rising. In the case of second example, information is conveyed indirectly that there is more than one thing to pick, in addition to the more direct interpretation that something has to be picked. In the final case, we normally conclude that this is a request to pass the salt, not a mere enquiry about an ability.

Some of the more pragmatic notions of meaning may appeal to abilities outside the linguistic realm. In some contexts, the statement “Wool is horrible when it is wet.” might actually be a request not to wear a particular garment. Such non-literal meaning may be described as being part of pragmatics (Kadmon, 2001). The boundary between pragmatics and semantics is somewhat difficult to define (see Kamp, 1979 for example). As a first approximation, one could claim that semantics is the meaning that can be deduced directly from an expression, with no extra-linguistic information, but ideally in a way that can accommodate any such information.

If we were to include in semantics that which has to be assumed in order to make any sense of what has been uttered, then that would include certain kinds of presuppositions. Indeed, there are claims that all semantic meaning may be characterised as some variety of accommodation (Kamp, 2007). In this chapter we will explore the more “traditional” view of semantics.

In the case of computational semantics, we are interested not just in abstract accounts of meaning, but also in their concrete formalisation in ways that, at least in principle, are able to support implementation.

2.1 A Standard Approach

In general it is difficult to reason directly in terms of sentences of natural language. There have been attempts to produce proof-theoretic accounts of

\footnote{For criticisms of Grice see for example Davis (1998).}
sentential reasoning (Zamansky et al., 2006; Francez & Dyckhoff, 2007), but it is more usual to adopt a formal language, either a logic or some form of set-theory, and then translate natural language expressions into that formal language. In the context of computational semantics, that means a precise description of an algorithmic translation rather than some intuitive reformulation of natural language.

Such translations usually appeal to a local principle of compositionality. This can be characterised by saying that the meaning of an expression is a function of the meaning of its parts. This view is often attributed to Frege (although see Janssen (2001) for a different view).

In computational semantics there are two common approaches to specifying compositional functions. Essentially all that is required in most cases is some mechanism for substituting the meaning of a constituent into a larger expression. Both unification (Moore, 1989) and λ-calculus (Montague, 1973; Blackburn & Bos, 2005) can achieve this end. In the case of unification based formalisms, syntactic expressions are typically in the form of feature-value structures, and the grammar gives rules of composition indicating how the features are to be unified (combined) and whether any additional constraints are to be imposed. Semantic interpretations can just be viewed as another feature, with variables that are also constrained by feature value constraints in the grammar and within the constituents.

When using the λ-calculus, the composition of semantic forms is expressed in a language that supports substitutions of arguments for variables in a term. Subject to some side-conditions on variable names, an expression of the form \( \lambda x.t \) when given an argument \( t' \) will be identical to \( t \), but with all occurrences of \( x \) in \( t \) replaced by \( t' \). To a first approximation, \( (\lambda y.\ldots man'(y)\ldots)(John') \) will be identical to \( \ldots man'(John') \ldots \).

The choice of λ-calculus versus unification need not be exclusive, for example the instantiations of the arguments in a λ-calculus approach might itself be accomplished by way of unification. Also, unification-based formalisms might appeal to λ-calculus abstractions for certain phenomena. Indeed, the λ-calculus itself can be implemented within a unification-based framework (Blackburn & Bos, 2005; Covington, 1994; Pereira & Shieber, 1987). Some have argued that λ-calculus expressions are complex in comparison to unification-based constraint formalisms (Moore, 1989). This might be more a matter of taste: the unification approaches generally speaking adopt the machinery of constraint based grammar formalisms (such as HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1994)), whereas λ-calculus approaches adopt the machinery of higher-order logic (or similar formalisms) and categorial grammar (Steedman, 1993) for example.

To be sure that we can translate every sentence covered by a grammar into a formal representation language, we need to associate each word with some semantic representation, and each rule with a piece of information that can

---

2 This assumes that the \( y \) does not occur within the scope of another “\( \lambda y \)".
be used to derive a representation for each possible category. Adopting the compositional approach means that the meaning of a sentence then depends upon the meaning of its parts, as analysed by the grammar.

In the case of the treatment proposed by Montague (1973), a categorial grammar (supplemented by transformational operations) was combined with higher order intensional logic (See Section 4.2, 4.4) to produce the semantic analysis. Here we follow Blackburn & Bos (2005) and others in using a context-free grammar for the syntax, and a first-order representation language combined with the λ-calculus for the semantic representations.

With the grammar

(2) \[ s \rightarrow np \;(vp \; det \rightarrow \text{'every'}) \]
\[ np \rightarrow \text{det} \; \text{noun} \; n \rightarrow \text{'man'} \]
\[ vp \rightarrow \text{v} \; n \rightarrow \text{'woman'} \]
\[ det \rightarrow \text{'a'} \; v \rightarrow \text{'laughed'} \]

we can parse the following sentences.

(3) a) “A man laughed.”
   b) “Every woman laughed.”

In first order predicate calculus, we want to give these sentences translation of the form:

(4) a) \[ \exists x (\text{man}'(x) \land \text{laughed}'(x)) \]
   b) \[ \forall x (\text{woman}'(x) \rightarrow \text{laughed}'(x)) \]

To this end, we can associate the words “man”, “woman” and “laughed” with the predicates \( \text{man}' \), \( \text{woman}' \) and \( \text{laughed}' \) respectively. The determiners will have to contribute the following quantified expressions:

(5) a) \[ \exists x ((\text{noun})(x) \land (\text{verb})(x)) \]
   b) \[ \forall x ((\text{noun})(x) \rightarrow (\text{verb})(x)) \]

To perform compositional semantics we need some general way of for composing the meanings of constituent categories (e.g. the noun and the verb in this case) so that they ‘fill’ the correct ‘slots’ in the quantified expression. When we combine the determiner with the noun, we want the meaning of the noun to be substituted for \( (\text{noun}) \) to give the meanings of the noun-phrases:

(6) a) \[ \exists x (\text{man}'(x) \land (\text{verb})(x)) \]
   b) \[ \forall x (\text{woman}'(x) \rightarrow (\text{verb})(x)) \]

When we subsequently combine a noun-phrase with a verb-phrase we want to substitute the meaning of the verb-phrase (\textit{laughed}' in this case) for \( (\text{verb}) \) in the meaning of the noun-phrase. As mentioned above, this substitution could be performed if we could use some mechanism like unification, which

\[^{3}\] In general there may be issues to resolve when combining a logic with a λ-calculus, which we put to one side at this point (see Section 2.2).
is readily available in logic programming languages such as Prolog. Here we will use the λ-calculus. Typically, semantic annotations on the grammar will tell us which λ-calculus expressions to use at each stage, and the rules of the calculus will tell us how to produce the final representation.

To perform compositional semantics with a context-free grammar, then for each rule in the grammar (and each word in the lexicon) we need to state how to compose the semantics of the category that is being defined. This will be defined in terms of the semantics of the constituent categories (those categories to the right of the arrow). We can use the notation: \([\langle \text{category} \rangle]\) to indicate that we are referring to the semantics of \(\langle \text{category} \rangle\).

(7) An example of a grammar with semantic annotations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sentence} & \rightarrow \text{np} \, \text{vp} & \langle \text{np} \rangle (\langle \text{vp} \rangle) \\
\text{np} & \rightarrow \text{det} \, \text{noun} & \langle \text{det} \rangle (\langle \text{noun} \rangle) \\
\text{vp} & \rightarrow \text{verb} & \langle \text{verb} \rangle \\
\text{det} & \rightarrow \text{“a”} & \lambda P. \lambda Q. \exists x (P(x) \land Q(x)) \\
\text{det} & \rightarrow \text{“every”} & \lambda P. \lambda Q. \forall x (P(x) \rightarrow Q(x)) \\
\text{noun} & \rightarrow \text{“man”} & \text{man}’ \\
\text{noun} & \rightarrow \text{“woman”} & \text{woman}’ \\
\text{verb} & \rightarrow \text{“laughed”} & \text{laughed}’
\end{align*}
\]

In an attribute-value grammar, we can represent such semantic annotations as one of the attributes of the categories (Johnson, 1988).

The annotated grammar (7) is sufficient for the simple sentences of (3). The semantic annotations becomes more complicated if we consider more syntactic constructions such as transitive verbs, auxiliary verbs, adjectives and adverbs. We would also need a richer semantic representation language if we were to take account of other aspects of meaning, such as tense, context dependent meaning, knowledge and belief.

To account for transitive verbs, we would need to add a rule of the form:

(8) \(\text{vp} \rightarrow \text{verb}-\text{trans} \, \text{np} \, \langle \text{verb}-\text{trans} \rangle (\langle \text{np} \rangle)\)

together with transitive verbs in the lexicon, such as the following:

(9) \(\text{verb}-\text{trans} \rightarrow \text{“loves”} \, \lambda R (\lambda y (R(\lambda x \text{loves}'(x, y))))\)

We can then derive the semantics of some sentences with transitive verbs.

(10) a) “A man loves a woman.”

\(\exists x (\text{man}'(x) \land \exists y \, (\text{woman}'(y) \land \text{loves}'(x, y)))\)

As it turns out, this is not always an appropriate representation for transitive verbs (Section 4.2).

There are cases of ambiguity in the semantic analysis that cannot be accounted for at other levels of analysis. A prime example is that of quantifier scope ambiguity. The sentence

(11) “Every man loves a woman.”
could have either of the following representations:

\[(12)\]

\[a) \qquad \forall x (man'(x) \rightarrow \exists y (woman'(y) \land \text{loves}'(x, y)))\]

\[b) \qquad \exists y (woman'(y) \land \forall x (man'(x) \rightarrow \text{loves}'(x, y)))\]

The analysis given so far just produces the first reading.

To a first approximation, there can be as many interpretations as there are permutations of the orders of the quantifiers. A strictly compositional analysis will only find one quantifier scoping. Extra machinery is required to obtain the additional readings, and to use the context to rule-out inappropriate interpretations. There are other scoping ambiguities, some, such as prepositional attachment, have a syntactic characterisation. We will look at solutions to the problem of quantifier scoping ambiguity in Section 3.2. Some proposals treat all of these ambiguities by way of underspecification.

Another issue concerns the representation of anaphora and ellipsis. Additional work is required to resolve anaphora such as pronouns (Section 3.1). Indeed there are general question about the most appropriate representation language and its features (Section 4). In the next section, we will say a few things about types in representational languages.

2.2 Basic Types

When considering the representations of nouns, verbs and sentences as properties, relations and propositions, respectively, we may have to pay attention to the nature of the permitted arguments. For example, we may have properties of individuals, relationships that hold between individuals and propositions (such as statements of belief and knowledge), and in the case of certain modifiers, relations that take properties as arguments to give a new property of individuals. Depending upon the choice of permitted arguments, and how they are characterised, there can be an impact on the formal power of the underlying theory. This is of particular concern for a computational theory of meaning: if the theory is more powerful than first-order logic, then some valid conclusions will not be derivable by computational means; such a logic is said to be incomplete\(^4\) which corresponds with the notion of decidability (Section 1).

A critical reason for considering this issue arises if the \(\lambda\)-expressions used in the compositional interpretation of meaning are part of the representation language itself. There are good reasons for assuming that this is appropriate (see Section 4.2). Unfortunately, if we impose no constraints on how expressions may be combined, it is then possible to construct a logical paradox. Consider the property \(R\) of not being self-applicable. \(R\) can be defined by

\[R \equiv \neg \text{self-applicable}\]

\[^4\text{It is worth noting, however, that a first-order theory (a theory defined in a first-order logic) may be incomplete, as Gödel demonstrated for first-order arithmetic, for example.}\]
(13) \( R(p) = \text{def} \neg p(p) \)

If \( R(p) \) is a proposition for an property \( p \), then applying \( R \) to itself leads to a paradox.

(14) \( R(R) \leftrightarrow \neg R(R) \)

The conventional way of avoiding this problem is to ban self-application. This can be achieved by adopting a typed representation language.

The usual approach for expressing such constraints is to implement them as well-formedness criteria for the language of representation itself, by way of typing constraints on the well-formedness of the logic. Typically the types are expressed as \( e \) for entity, \( t \) for a proposition, and \( \langle a, b \rangle \) for an expression that takes an argument of type \( a \) and returns one of type \( b \). The idea is that every well-formed expression has exactly one type. When interpreting this theory, it is usual to assume a set-theoretic model, where expressions of type \( \langle e, t \rangle \), for example, are viewed as sets of elements \( e \) (the values for functions from entities to truth-values). This gives rise to Simple Type Theory (STT) [Church, 1940]. In such a system, it is not possible to define a term \( R \) [13] that can be given exactly one type. Such terms are thus not permitted in the representation language, and the paradox of [14] does not arise.

Conventional Higher Order Logic (HOL) adopts Simple Type Theory and allows quantifiers to range over expressions of any type. The propositions of higher order logic are expressions that have the type \( t \). In effect, Montague’s Intensional Logic is based on a variant of this type theory, except an additional (pseudo) type is added to account for intensionality (Section 4.2).

There is some further discussion of types in Section 4.1.

2.3 Model Theory and Proof Theory

There are two ways in which traditional formal semantic accounts of indicatives have been characterised. First, we may be interested in evaluating the truth of indicatives (or at least their semantic representation) by evaluating their truth conditions with respect to the the world (or more precisely, some formal representation or model of a world). This can be described as model-theoretic semantics. Model-theoretic accounts are typically formulated in set-theory. Set-theory is a very powerful formalism that does not lend itself to computational implementation. In practise, the full power of set theory may not be exploited. Indeed, if the problem domain itself is finite in character, then an effective implementation should be possible regardless of the general computational properties of the formal framework (see Klein [2006] for example).

On the second characterisation of formal semantic accounts, the goal is to formalise some notion of inference or entailment in natural language.
one expression in language entails another, then we would like that relation to be captured by any formalisation that purports to capture the meaning of language. This can be described as proof-theoretic semantics. Such rules may lend themselves to fairly direct implementation (see for example van Eijck & Unger [2004], Ramsay [1995], Bos & Oikarinen [2002] the last of which supplements theorem proving with model building).

Although a proof-theoretic approach may seem more appropriate for computational semantics, the practical feasibility of general theorem proving is open to question. Depending on the nature of the theory, the formalisation may be undecidable. Even with a decidable or semi-decidable theory, there may be problems of computational complexity (COMPLEXITY CHAPTER), especially given the levels of ambiguity that may be present (Monz & de Rijke 2001).

These two different approaches may be considered, broadly speaking, to follow those of Tarski (interpretation) and Gentzen (proof) respectively (Tarski 1983, Gentzen 1969). With both the model-theoretic and proof-theoretic approach, radically different assumptions may be made about the nature of the semantic framework, its ontology, the appropriate way of encoding information in the theory, and the underlying philosophical principles that are adopted. In practice, such choices may depend upon methodology, taste and precedent rather than general, universal principles.

At an abstract level, the model-theoretic and proof-theoretic views of indicatives might not appear radically different from each other. Assuming our models of the world have some coherent notion of the relationships between the truth and falsity of various expression that exactly mimics our understanding of language, then any entailment patterns in language can be captured by considering the patterns of truth for the interpretations of the sentences in all models. An indicative expression $A$ entails $B$ exactly when all those models in which $A$ is interpreted as being true also interpret $B$ as being true.

The issue for computational semantics is one of computational tractability of some semantic representation. We could have a representation of a set-theoretic model-theory, although we might question whether in general that is computationally tractable. If possible, we would like to avoid representations that are so powerful that we cannot enumerate their theorems (let alone those for which we cannot even write down all the rules that govern their behaviour). In general, set-theoretic interpretations are among those that are problematic when it comes to computational feasibility. An easier starting point is a relatively weak proof-theoretic representation, but with appropriate expressiveness for the phenomena in question.

---

*Aristotelian syllogisms can be viewed as a form of proof-theoretic semantics, although where the entailment patterns are captured directly in terms of natural language sentences.*
2.4 Lexical Semantics

The meaning of language is more than the ability to compose representations based on the form of sentences and construct formal proofs. Other issues include pragmatic issues of how language is used, and of course the meanings of words themselves (Pustejovsky [1995]).

A lexicon may include lexical features that indicate salient information about the syntactic and semantic arguments of lexical items which are needed to obtain a formal semantic representation. But in general we may also be interested in the concept that is represented by a given word.

For Natural Language Processing this may be difficult to capture. But there may be some aspects of meaning that can be captured and represented. These include ontological classifications of words, such as cause-of, agent and relationships between words. Such relationships might be semantic in character (such as hyponym and meronym relationships etc.), or founded on co-location information, where a word is assumed to be related in meaning to other words that are used in a similar context, which might be described as “distributional” lexical semantics. Many corpus-based techniques (Section 5) assume that at least some aspects of meaning are implicitly embodied in co-location data, and furthermore, that word classifications can be learnt (Andy Chin & DiMarco 2007).
3 State of the Art

There are a range of analyses of natural language phenomena that may be said to constitute the state of the art of computational semantics. Here we pick two issues that have received a significant amount of attention over the years, namely the treatment of anaphora and of quantifier scoping. These are discussed in the sections on discourse (Section 3.1) and underspecification (Section 3.2). This is not to say that the analyses proposed are beyond question, or that all the relevant issues have been resolved, but there is certainly a relatively stable core of ideas and analyses that can be considered state of the art.

3.1 Discourse

Here discourse is taken to refer to a sequence of sentences where each sentence is interpreted in the context of the preceding sentences. This context provides potential antecedents for anaphoric expressions such as inter-sentential pronouns, as in the very simple example given in (15), where the antecedent to which “She” refers is intended to be ‘Mary’.

(15) “Mary is a woman. She loves John.”

where the antecedent might be inferred but is not overtly mentioned in the text. The issue is how can the discourse be represented in a way that allows anaphoric relations to be represented in a manner that is both sympathetic to concerns with quantification and scoping, and which also captures intuitions about felicitous and infelicitous anaphoric reference.

Montague’s treatment of scope (Section 3.2) makes use of anaphora, but it cannot be generalised easily to other cases. One obvious solution would be to consider pronouns as variables, and define some mechanism for these variables to be bound appropriately by the quantifiers (nouns) to which they refer.

Given the sentence

(16) “Mary is a woman. She loves John.”

we can try to represent the pronoun “she” using a variable.

(17) woman’(mary’) ∧ loves’(x, john’)

Here, “She” is an anaphoric pronoun that needs to be resolved so that it is associated somehow with an appropriate antecedent. In this case, it would be legitimate to consider replacing the variable by mary’. Unfortunately, this solution does not generalise.

If we consider the sentences

7 We do not consider other issues concerning the analysis of discourse, such as topic and focus (Ewa Hajicova 1998, Rooth 1993), or discourse segmentation. Note that there are non-logical, quantitative methods that have been applied to the latter problem (Hearst 1997).
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(18) a) “A man drank. He fell asleep.”
   b) $\exists x (\text{man}'(x) \land \text{drank}'(x)) \land \text{fell asleep}'(y)$

the pronoun, represented by $y$, cannot be resolved by just replacing it with a constant. Renaming $y$ to be $x$ also does not work, because it lies outside the syntactic scope of the existential quantifier, and so is not bound by it.

Some particularly problematic examples are given by Geach (1972), including the following so-called “donkey” examples.

(19) a) “If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.”
   b) “Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.”

The issue of concern here is that it is not clear that we have the correct analysis of quantifiers or conditionals. If pronouns are to be represented by variables, we need to ensure not only that they are bound correctly, but also that indefinites have universal force in the second example, which a naive analysis would interpret incorrectly as something like

(20) $\exists x \text{farmer}'(x) \land (\exists y \text{donkey}'(y) \land \text{own}'(x, y) \rightarrow \text{beat}'(x, y))$

where both $x$ and $y$ in the consequent of (20) are outside the scope of the relevant quantifiers, and the sense of universality is not captured. These issues, amongst others, have led people to consider alternative ways of representing meaning, including Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). In addition to putting emphasis on the representation itself, rather than focusing on the model theory, DRT also provided an algorithmic account of how to generate these representations from natural language input sentences. Both features are characteristic of computational semantics.

**Discourse Representation Theory**

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) and related paradigms intend to capture the notions of discourse that are relevant for resolving anaphoric pronouns by reconsidering the representation of quantifiers and some of the other logical connectives. The idea is to have a representation of the individuals that are introduced into a discourse, and allow them to be referred to in subsequent discourse where appropriate.

Using a construction algorithm, DRT systematically builds a representation of the individuals described in a discourse, and the properties and relationships that hold between them. The basic notion in DRT is that of a Discourse Representation Structure (DRS), which has the following form:

(21) $\langle \text{referents} \rangle$
    $\langle \text{conditions} \rangle$

In this case, we would want $x$ to be evaluated in the same way as the other $x$'s in the representation. This cannot happen if it is not bound by the same quantifier.
The top part of the box contains individuals described in the discourse. The bottom part contains conditions on those individuals. The conditions may include DRSs.

Essentially, existentially quantified noun phrases introduce a new individual into the current DRS with appropriate conditions.

\[(22)\]  
\[a) \quad \text{"A woman cried."} \]

\[\begin{array}{c}
  \text{woman'}x \\
  \text{cried'}x
\end{array} \]

Universally quantified noun phrases introduce a conditional DRS as a condition of the DRS representing the current discourse.

\[(23)\]  
\[a) \quad \text{"Every man laughed."} \]

\[\begin{array}{c}
  \text{man}'y \\
  \rightarrow \\
  \text{laughed'}y
\end{array} \]

There are rules that govern from where a discourse referent may be referred to, and the construction algorithm indicates where analysis of subsequent discourse should appear in the DRS. Resolution of anaphora can be expressed as equations over discourse referents.

\[(24)\]  
\[a) \quad \text{"Mary is a woman."} \]

\[\begin{array}{c}
  \text{m} \\
  \rightarrow \\
  \text{woman'}(m)
\end{array} \]

\[c) \quad \text{"Mary is a woman. She loves John."} \]

\[\begin{array}{c}
  \text{m,j,x} \\
  \rightarrow \\
  \text{woman'}(m) \\
  \text{loves'}(j,x) \\
  \text{x} = \text{m}
\end{array} \]

Here, the pronoun "she" is represented by \(x\), and resolved by the condition \(x = m\).

A typical "donkey sentence" where the conditional is interpreted with universal force is exemplified next.

\[(25)\]  
\[a) \quad \text{"If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it."} \]
Accessibility of referents is defined in such a way that the farmer and donkey 
\((f, d)\) are not accessible from any subsequent discourse (at least, not as singular
antecedents).

If DRT is combined with a notion of abstraction and application, then it
is possible to produce a more conventional compositional presentation of the
construction process (Blackburn & Bos, 1999).

DRT has been exploited for more things than just pronominal anaphora.
Examples include underspecification (Reyle, 1993) and Asher (1993) for ex-
ample) presuppositions (van der Sandt, 1988, 1992; Beaver, 2002; Krahmer &
Piwek, 1999) and discourse relations (Asher & Lascarides, 2003).

There are many issues that require a more sophisticated analysis, such as
plural anaphora,

\[
(26) \quad \text{John}_i \text{ and Mary}_j \text{ went to Paris. They}_i +_j \text{ met at the Eiffel tower.}
\]

conditional examples where universal quantification is not the most natural
interpretation (Pelletier & Schubert, 1989), as in

\[
(27) \quad \text{If you have a penny, put it in the box.}
\]

and examples where it is difficult to see how the appropriate representation
might be obtained (Heim, 1990; Kadmon, 1990), such as

\[
(28) \quad \text{Most farmers who own a donkey beat it.}
\]

where the most natural reading is that most donkey owning farmers beat
donkeys that they own, rather than the unnatural quantification over farmer-
donkey pairs that would be obtained by an unmodified DRT-style analysis.

**Dynamic Accounts**

There are many other approaches to dealing with pronominal anaphora. The
accounts using dynamic logic effectively redefine the meaning of quantification
and conditionality (Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1991). The aim is to allow
variables to be bound outside the syntactic scope of existential quantifiers
and to give existentials a universal interpretation when appearing as the an-
tecedent of a conditional. This is an example of where the need to deal with a
particular phenomena leads to a re-appraisal of the formalism and techniques
of conventional classical logic.

Syntactically, the net result is a logic that has the appearance of a classi-
cally quantified logic, but where examples such as \((20)\) have the appropriate
semantics by way of a modified interpretation of the logical operators and quantifiers.

DRT and logic are equivalent in their ability to analyse simple discourse with singular pronouns.

**Type Theoretic Approaches**

We finish this section on discourse by briefly mentioning some type-theoretic approaches. As Sundholm (1989) observed, there are certain aspects of constructive type theory that appear to capture the appropriate behaviour for interpreting discourse involving singular anaphora. In particular, the dependent types that feature in constructive type theory can be used to capture contextual effects. This idea was developed by Ranta (1994) and Ahn & Kolb (1990).

There are alternative approaches that use types for dealing with discourse problems. For example, it is possible to exploit dependent types within a classical framework (Smith, 1984; Turner, 1992; Fox, 2000). Perhaps a more radical approach is due to Lappin & Francez (1994) and Lappin (1989). Rather than characterising the problem of resolving anaphora as one of finding an element with which to equate a pronoun, these proposals suggest that the problem can be construed as one of finding the appropriate **type** for the variable representing the pronoun. This idea is developed in Fox & Lappin (2005) in the context of Property Theory with Curry Typing (PTCT).

Additional relevant information may also be found in the CHAPTERS on DIALOGUE (Ruslan) and DISCOURSE (Fernandez and Ginsburg). We briefly mention constructive type theory and dependent types again in Section 4.1.

**3.2 Underspecification**

One problem for a compositional analysis is semantic ambiguity. This is typically exemplified by the issue of quantifier scoping, but also arises with other scope taking elements, such as modifier expressions, prepositional phrases, negation and other logical operators, as well as anaphoric reference (Poesio & Reyle, 2001). In the case of scoping, the issue is that a sentence with more than one scope taking element is ambiguous in a way that is not usually evident in any syntactic analysis. For example, in an ambiguous sentence such as

(29)  *Every student took a course.*

it is unclear whether there was one particular course taken by every student, or whether every student took at least one course, but not necessarily the same one in each case.

Montague (1974) offered an approach to the quantifier scoping problem that used additional rules which effectively reordered the quantifiers in the...
syntactic analysis, and hence changed the scope in the semantic representation. The current consensus is that it is better to have a systematic account that does not require changes to the syntactic analysis, and which provides an intermediate representation that is unspecified, or underspecified with respect to scope orderings, but which permits all appropriate scope orderings to be generated when required.

**Cooper Storage**

The prime example of a system intended to allow the generation of scoped readings is Cooper Storage (Cooper, 1983). Although there are other proposals, they can be construed as variations and refinements of this proposal. Cooper Storage builds semantic representations using a data-structure known as a *store*. This can be thought of as providing an underspecified representation of the meaning of a sentence.

The store contains a “core” representation (typically representing the main verb) together with the representations of the generalised quantifiers (typically representing the noun-phrases). The argument positions in the core representation are associated with indices identifying which generalised quantifier (noun phrase) binds that position.

The approach can be illustrated by analysing the following sentence using Cooper Storage.

(30) “Every man loves a woman.”

The stored representation will be something like

(31) \[
\langle \lambda p(\forall x(man'(x) \rightarrow p(x))), 6), \\
(\lambda p(\exists y(woman'(y) \land p(y))), 7)\rangle
\]

The derivation of this is sketched in Figure 1.

Given an unscoped representation in the store, retrieval operations can be used to generate fully scoped representations. The generalised quantifiers can be applied to the core representation in any order, thus giving rise to the different quantifier scopings. The index is used to ensure that each generalised quantifier binds the correct argument position, so that the meaning of the sentence is not corrupted by the reordering of the quantifiers. Blackburn & Bos (2005, p108) give a worked example of this.

With our example, if we retrieve 6 ("Every man") first, then the store is

(32) \[
(\lambda p(\forall x(man'(x) \rightarrow p(x))))(\lambda z_6(love'(z_6, z_7)), \\
(\lambda p(\exists y(woman'(y) \land p(y))), 7))
\]

Applying \(\beta\)-reduction gives us

\footnote{The precise subscripts (in this case 6 and 7) and place holder variable names \((z_6, z_7)\) may vary.}
"Every man loves a woman" (S)
\(\langle (\text{love}^{\prime}(z_6, z_7),
\langle \lambda p(\forall x(\text{man}^{\prime}(x) \rightarrow p(x)), 6),
\langle \lambda p(\exists y(\text{woman}^{\prime} (y) \land p(y))), 7)\rangle\rangle\)

"Every man" (NP)
\(\langle \lambda q(z_6),
\langle \lambda p(\forall x(\text{man}^{\prime}(x) \rightarrow p(x)), 6)\rangle,\)

"loves a woman" (VP)
\(\langle \lambda u(\text{love}^{\prime}(u, z_7),
\langle \lambda p(\exists y(\text{woman}^{\prime} (y) \land p(y))), 7)\rangle\rangle\)

"loves" (Vt)
\(\langle \lambda q\lambda u(q(\lambda v(\text{love}^{\prime}(u, v))))\rangle\)

"a woman" (NP)
\(\langle \lambda q(z_7),
\langle \lambda p(\exists y(\text{woman}^{\prime} (y) \land p(y))), 7)\rangle\rangle\)

Figure 1. Derivation of semantic representation with storage.

\[(33)\]  
\(\langle \forall x(\text{man}^{\prime}(x) \rightarrow \text{loves}^{\prime}(x, z_7)),
\langle \lambda p(\exists y(\text{woman}^{\prime} (y) \land p(y))), 7)\rangle\rangle\)

The second, and final, retrieval operation gives us

\[(34)\]  
\(\langle (\lambda p(\exists y(\text{woman}^{\prime} (y) \land p(y))))(\lambda z_7 \forall x(\text{man}^{\prime}(x) \rightarrow \text{loves}^{\prime}(x, z_7)))\rangle\)

which after \(\beta\)-reduction is

\[(35)\]  
\(\langle \exists y(\text{woman}^{\prime} (y) \land \forall x(\text{man}^{\prime}(x) \rightarrow \text{loves}^{\prime}(x, y)))\rangle\)

Retrieving the items in the opposite order would give us the alternative scope reading for this example.

In the account as given, there are some problems in handling relative clauses and complex noun phrases with prepositions. Such phrases can give rise to nested, or hierarchical noun-phrases. If the storage and retrieval operations are not sensitive to such structures, then ill-formed representations may be generated. Consider the following sentence.

\[(36)\]  
"Mary knows every owner of a pub"

We should not be able to retrieve the representation of "a pub" until we have retrieved the core part of the noun phrase "every owner". The need for constraints on retrieval is addressed by nested or Keller storage, where nested stores are used to 'lock up' constituent parts of a noun phrase which can only be accessed once we have retrieved the core noun phrase that contains those parts [Keller, 1988].

A comprehensive account of underspecification needs to handle scoping of negation, conjunction, modification, modalities and propositional attitudes.

\[30\] Blackburn & Bos (2005, p108) provide more details of this approach.
Furthermore, we might consider approaches that allow partially specified representations that can accommodate incremental constraints on acceptable scopings, as in the following example (taken from Fox & Lappin (2007))

(37) a) Speaker 1: “Every student wrote a program for some professor.”
   b) Speaker 2: “Yes, I know the professor. She taught the Haskell course.”
   c) Speaker 3: “I saw the programs, and they were all list-sorting procedures.”

We can assume the following

(38) a) “some professor” in the first sentence (37a) is the antecedent for both “the professor” and “she” in the second sentence (37b).
   b) “a program” in the first sentence (37a) is the antecedent for both “the programs” and “they” in the third sentence (37c).

The first assumption (38a) gives “some professor” scope over “every student” in the first sentence (37a). The second assumption (38b) leads to “a program” taking narrow scope with respect to “every student” in the first sentence (37a).

From this it can be seen that as the discourse proceeds, (37a) and (37c) force on the first sentence (37a) a fully resolved scope order, namely

(39) “some professor”, “every student”, “a program”

Most treatments of quantifier scoping based on storage do not by themselves provide an efficient analysis of such incremental constraints, nor do they necessarily support direct reasoning with such partially specified scopings.

Other Treatments of Scope Ambiguity

Bos (1995), and Blackburn & Bos (1999) develop a constraint-based system for underspecified representation for first-order logic that they refer to as Predicate Logic Unplugged (PLU). This system is a generalisation of the hole semantics approach to underspecification which Reyle (1993) first developed within the framework of Underspecified Discourse Representation Theory (UDRT).

Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al., 2006) is an application of hole semantics within a typed feature structure grammar (HPSG). Normal Dominance Conditions (Koller et al., 2003) can be seen as a refinement and development of the central ideas of hole semantics. See Ebert (2005) for detailed discussion and results concerning the formal relations among these theories with respect to their expressive power.

Dalrymple et al. (1999) and Crouch & van Genabith (1999) suggest a theory in which representations of generalised quantifiers and core relations are expressed as premises in an underspecified semantic glue language. The premises are combined using the natural deduction rules of linear logic (Girard, 1987) to yield a formula that represents the scope reading of a sentence. Packed Representations (Crouch, 2005) ‘compress’ the scoped interpretations derived using glue language. Components of meaning shared by several
readings are expressed as a single common clause. This uses an approach that is applied in chart parsing to construct a graph for non-redundant representation of the full set of possible syntactic structures for a parsed phrase.

van Eijck & Unger (2004) develop an approach to underspecified representations, in the functional programming language Haskell, which uses relation reduction and arbitrary arity relations. This is based on a proposal due to Keenan (1992). This work inspired a proposal by Fox & Lappin (2005) which represents underspecified representations in a data-structure that can be formalised within the representation language PTCT itself. This means that there is no appeal to meta-semantic machinery as such, and also allows the full power of the representation language to be used to express constraints governing the legitimate readings, including incremental constraints. This addresses the concerns of Ebert (2005) with regard to expressive completeness, although it still leaves outstanding the problem of dealing with the significant combinatorial complexity of computing the desired readings.
4 Research Issues

There are many open research questions in computational semantics. Some are concerned with how to analyse particular aspects of meaning, including phenomena that are not easily analysed by way of a direct truth-conditional interpretation. Others are concerned with representations that provide the most appropriate machinery to express and reason with the meaning of natural language in a computationally tractable manner. Here there is only space to consider a small selection of such issues.

4.1 Type Theory

Typically, the types used for natural language semantics are based on Simple Type Theory (Section 2.2). But there are other kinds of types, and other ways of imposing typing constraints. Indeed, it is not entirely clear that Simple Type Theory is the most appropriate type system for natural language semantics. Here we consider some other options.

Polymorphism

The simply typed Higher Order Logic (Section 2.2) might be considered somewhat restrictive. One area in which it appears excessively rigid and inexpressive concerns certain type-general phenomena that are apparent in natural language, such as the apparent polymorphism of conjunction.

(40) a) “John and Mary saw Peter.”
   b) “John saw and heard Peter.”
   c) “The book was red and white.”

In these examples, the conjuncts and the conjunctive phrase itself are all of the same category. Partee & Rooth (1983) deal with this phenomena by introducing generalised quantification that “raises” the type of the basic conjunction and disjunction operators to \( t \)-ending types. An alternative is to adopt a more flexible type system that permits polymorphic types of the form

(41) \( \forall' X. T \)

where \( \forall' \) is a type quantifier that allows \( X \) in type \( T \) to range over all types.\(^{11}\)

As an example, an expression of the type \( \forall' X. \langle X, t \rangle \) will form a proposition (type \( t \)) given an argument of any type. The type of a coordinating expression can then be given as

(42) \( \forall X. \langle X, \langle X, t \rangle \rangle \)

\(^{11}\) We might restrict the quantification so that it only ranges over non-polymorphic types. See Section 4.4 and Fox & Lappin (2005).
This can also be used to capture other type-general phenomena—such as verbs like "fun" that can take nominal expressions, infinitives and gerunds as arguments—without resorting to a universal type for example (Chierchia 1982).

In addition to looking at ways in which the type system could be made more expressive to match the needs of natural language, as with polymorphic types, there may also be some merit in considering what constraints there are on the type system required for natural language.

**First-Order Sorts**

Rather than adopting a typed higher-order logic, an alternative approach to constraining the way in which entities of the theory may felicitously be combined is to have sortal predicates that classify terms as representing individuals, relations and properties. Logical rules can then be given that express analogues of type inference rules.

For example, we might have predicates `entity'`, `property'`, `proposition'` and a rule that says

\[ (\text{entity'}(i) \land \text{property'}(p)) \rightarrow \text{proposition'}(p(i)) \]

Here the notion of `proposition'` and `property'` must be seen as distinct from those notions in the language in which these statements are being expressed.

Characterising `properties` and `propositions` by way of sortal predicates means that properties and propositions are being treated as first-order terms of the theory. We then need to find some way of asserting that \( p(i) \) is true. One option would be to introduce a predicate `holds'` (Kowalski & Sergot 1986; Miller & Shanahan 1999) that relates a `proposition'` to an event (`holds'(p(i), e)`), or situation (giving rise to a form of event calculus), or else introduce a truth predicate `true'`, as in Property Theory (Turner 1992, for example). Care needs to be taken about what terms count as propositions in order to avoid paradoxes of the kind illustrated by (14).

Sortal constraints can mimic expressive types such as dependent types (Turner 1992; Smith 1984), which can provide a treatment for analysing discourse anaphora (Sundholm 1989; Ranta 1994) (Section 3.1). There are alternative ways of mimicking higher-order type theory within a first-order logic using Curry typing with polymorphic types without expressing types (Fox & Lappin 2005), as we shall see below.

**Property Theory with Curry Typing**

It is possible to avoid some of the strictures of Church typing, by separating out the typing system from the \( \lambda \)-calculus presentation. That is, we can adopt the untyped \( \lambda \)-calculus, and then have typing rules that allow us to infer the
types of the \( \lambda \)-expressions (Curry & Feys, 1958). This is the approach adopted by Property Theory with Curry Typing (Fox & Lappin, 2005). This approach allows additionally flexibility in developing a type system that is focused on the specific requirements of natural language semantics, including separation types (a form of subtype) and polymorphic types. This is formulated in an essentially first-order language.

**Constructive Theories and Dependent Types**

Constructive type theory was mentioned before in relation to analysing anaphora (Section 3.1). The constructive approach offers an alternative to classical logic. In constructive systems, propositions are only considered to be true if there is an appropriate proof or witness. Using the Curry-Howard isomorphism, propositions can then be viewed as types whose members are their proofs. Such logical systems are slightly weaker than corresponding classical formulations in that they do not support proof-by-contradiction.

As already noted, the intrinsically dynamic nature of the dependent types can be exploited in the analysis anaphoric phenomena, although such types are not exclusive to constructive theories (Section 3.1).

There are other kinds of dependent types, including record types, which generalise the notion of dependency over a collection of type expressions. The use of such types has been proposed both for the analysis of discourse and as a language in which attribute-value grammars can be formulated (Cooper, 2005; Cooper & Ginzburg, 2002).

**4.2 Intensionality**

We need to be able to represent sentences where the verb expresses a relationship involving not just individuals but also propositions and predicates, as in the following examples.

\[(44)\] a) “John believes that every cat is furry.”

b) “Mary likes red.”

With some verbs, we also need to be able to distinguish between *de re* and *de dicto* interpretations of the arguments of some verbs. For example, in the sentences

\[(45)\] a) “John seeks a football.”

b) “John seeks a unicorn.”

it is clear that in the first example, John may be seeking a real entity that exists and is a football. This is a *de re* interpretation. In the latter case, he is seeking something that does not exist, but he can still be said to be intending to find a unicorn. This is a *de dicto* interpretation. In the former case, with a *de re* interpretation we cannot be certain that John knows that he is seeking
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a football; he might know it by some other description, such as “the object lying in the yard”.

The conventional view is that this requires predicates that can take things other than individuals as their arguments.

A semantic interpretation along the following lines might seem appropriate.

(46) a) “John believes that every cat is furry.”
   \text{believe}'(\text{John}', \exists x (\text{cat}'(x) \land \text{furry}'(x)))

b) “Mary likes red.”
   \text{likes}'(\text{Mary}', \text{red}')

c) “John seeks a football.”
   \exists x (\text{football}'(x) \land \text{seeks}'(\text{John}, x)) \text{ de re}
   \text{seeks}'(\text{John}', \lambda P \exists x (\text{football}'(x) \land P(x))) \text{ de dicto}

d) “John seeks a unicorn.”
   \text{seeks}'(\text{John}', \lambda P \exists x (\text{unicorn}'(x) \land P(x)))

The felicity of this approach depends in part upon the nature of propositions and predicates. If propositions are identified with truth values, then there are only two propositions. Further, any truth-conditionally equivalent propositions may be substituted for each other. This is a particular problem for mathematical truths which are necessarily true together but not identical. This gives some incorrect predictions about equivalence in the meaning of distinct sentences. Similarly, if predicates are just sets, then distinct predicates may be accidentally equated.

The Montagovian Analysis

The classical approach to intensionality is attributed to Montague (1973), although it has its roots in earlier work (for example, Kripke, 1963; Carnap, 1947). In the representation, a function, or operator \( \cap \) is introduced that takes a single proposition or predicate as its argument. The result is an intensional expression that can appear as an argument to predicates that have an appropriate type. A second \( \cup \) operator can undo the operation of \( \cap \), so that \( \cap \cup p = p \).

For the so-called transparent verbs, such as “find”, meaning postulates can be introduced that allow the \text{de re} interpretation to be derived from the \text{de dicto} one.

Following Montague (1973) we can interpret this intensional theory using possible worlds semantics. Possible worlds are commonly used to model modality, such as possibility, and necessity, permission and obligation for example (Kripke 1963; Carnap 1947; von Wright 1967). Propositions can be treated as sets of possible worlds; or (equivalently) functions from possible worlds to truth values. Properties can be modelled as functions from individuals to sets of possible worlds (propositions). Propositions that are true together in the
current world may be distinguished from each other provided there are worlds in which their truth values differ.

If \( p \) is of type \( A \), then \( \neg p \) will be of type \( \langle s, A \rangle \). Following Gallin [1975], the type \( s \) can be thought of as corresponding to a possible world index. Types of the form \( \langle s, A \rangle \) are then functions from world indices to expressions of type \( A \).

Other Approaches

Montague’s possible-worlds approach dominates linguistic work in intensionality, but it does have problems. The type system is inflexible and the notions of modality and intensionality are conflated. As a result, the analysis is not sufficiently fine-grained in its treatment of intensionality; for example, propositions that are necessarily true together cannot be distinguished from each other. Such propositions are exemplified by mathematical truths.

An alternative is to take what Montague writes as \( \neg \) to be some kind of representation or encoding of \( p \) that does not conflate propositions merely because they are necessarily true (or false) together. We could take \( \neg \) to be an individual (a term). The identity criteria for propositions would then be syntactic in nature, rather than truth conditional. Such prefixes \( \neg \) and \( \cup \) then serve as functions from propositions (and predicates) to terms, and terms to propositions (predicates). In practice, we may prefer that the default interpretation of \( p \) be a term rather than a truth-conditional proposition. This avoids conceptual problems in having a function \( \neg \) that increases the intensionality of its argument. Of course, some interpretation of these expressions is then required in order to find an appropriate model theory. This requires a relatively expressive language of terms.

There are potential risks with this strategy. If we are not careful about what can be represented as an individual (and hence appear as an argument to a predicate), then we may introduce paradoxes. Theories that take this approach (or variations of it) include Property Theory (Turner 1992; Bealer 1982; Cocchiarella 1985), Property Theory with Curry Typing (PTCT) (Fox & Lappin 2006), and Situation Theory (Barwise & Perry 1983; Barwise & Eichemendy 1990), the latter of which comes with a particular philosophical perspective on the nature of “situated” meaning. Another alternative is to find suitably intensional models for theories that are syntactically not far-removed from Montague’s IL (Thomason 1980; Gilmore 2001; Fox et al. 2002; Pollard to appear), or use theory that combines different notions of intensionality (Materna et al. To appear; Tichy 1988). An alternative is to interpret our representation language using some form of intensional set theory (Jubien 1989).

4.3 Non-indicatives

So far we have only considered indicative sentences. Indeed this is the focus of perhaps the majority of work in computational semantics. But if we are
interested in computing the meaning of language in general, then it is vital to consider non-indicatives.

As before, what follows is not intended to be a comprehensive survey of the work in the respective fields. We merely present a taste of some of the general methodological and practical issues that can arise in computational semantics. To this end, we briefly sample some proposals for the analysis of two significant non-indicative categories, namely questions and imperatives. The fundamental issue that lies behind all of these examples results from the fact that there are entailment patterns which we might like to capture, but which are not overtly truth-conditional in nature: we do not usually think of questions or imperatives being “true” or “false”.

In the case of imperatives there is some debate about the appropriate nature of any entailment patterns, and even whether a logical approach is possible. In the case of questions, and their answers, it is generally accepted now that an appropriate notion which should be captured by “entailments” between questions can be viewed in terms of answerhood criteria, although there is debate about how these are best expressed. The point of particular interest here lies in the difficulty of specifying what constitutes an answer in a computationally tractable fashion.

This is taken to illustrate the point that in general, many of the core aspects of semantics, such as the truth of a proposition, answerhood for a question, etc., may not themselves be characterised completely within a computationally tractable theory. That is not to say this is a critical flaw for the computational semantics programme, merely that some aspects of a computational theory in effect will include properties of implementations, rather than implemented properties.

Questions and Answers

For questions and answers, we might consider the notion of answerhood conditions in place of truth conditions. Such an idea was proposed by Belnap (1982) among others. This requires consideration of what might constitute a legitimate answer to a question, and when an answer to one question is also an answer to another.

One influential and comprehensive account of the semantics of questions is due to Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984, 1990b, 1997a). In their model, a question partitions the set of all possible worlds, where each partition corresponds to a different possible answer. A yes/no question would give rise to two partitions, one corresponding to the underlying proposition being true, the other to it being false. A wh-question would give rise to a more complex set of partitions corresponding to the underlying property being applicable to different individuals. A true answer is then considered to be anything that provides the information needed for the questioner to determine in which partition the actual world lies. A partial, true answer would indicate a collection of partitions in which the actual world may lie. In general an answer (whether true or
false) will provide a means of “eliminating” certain worlds, and hence certain possibilities, from consideration.

Due to the model-theoretic approach, the theory is not presented directly in terms of inference rules concerning the nature of answers and answerhood conditions; although it might provide a useful model, it does not necessarily lend itself to direct implementation. There is also the issue of combinatorial explosion when it comes to the evaluation of wh-questions. If the size of the domain is \( n \), then checking the consistency of every field of a wh-question requires \( 2^n \) inferences (Bos & Gabsdil, 2000).

One key question concerns the nature of the answerhood relationship itself, and in what way the rules governing answerhood may be implemented. We could try to build on the view advocated by Groenendijk & Stokhof and others, that yes/no questions are really questions of “whether” something is true or false, and an answer to such a question allows you to determine that the proposition in question is true, or that it is false. We could seek to model this explicitly in terms of knowledge.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Know whether } p & \quad p \text{ True} \\
\text{Know that } p & \quad \text{True} \\
\text{Know that } \neg p & \quad \text{True}
\end{align*}
\]

Alternatively, we might seek to express this internally as some state of “knowledge” \( \Gamma \).

\[
\text{(47) A proposition } p \text{ answers a question } q \text{? in a context } \Gamma \text{ if } \Gamma \text{ and } p \text{ together allow us to either infer } q \text{ or infer } \neg q \text{ (and } \Gamma \text{ by itself allows us to infer neither).}
\]

However they are expressed, these are essentially constraints over reasoning systems involving answerhood, but in general they may not be directly expressible within the representation language itself, or any implementation of such a theory.

This issue is apparent even in other attempts to capture the notion of answerhood within a first-order framework. Bos & Gabsdil (2000) adopt answerhood conditions for wh-questions that are expressed in a first-order language. Essentially they translate wh-questions into a formula with domain \( D \) and body \( B \). Putting to one side the DRT aspects of their notation, essentially wh-questions can then be given in the form \( D ? B \). An answer \( A \) is defined as proper for the question if at least one of the following propositions is consistent; and at least one is inconsistent:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(49) a) } & \forall x (Dx \to Bx) \land A; \\
\text{b) } & \exists x (Dx \land Bx) \land A; \\
\text{c) } & \exists x (Dx \land \neg Bx) \land A; \\
\text{d) } & \neg \exists x (Dx \land Bx) \land A.
\end{align*}
\]

So if we had the question

\[13\] This mirrors Groenendijk & Stokhof (1997a Fact 4.3).
“Who loves John?”

this might be represented as something like

person'(x)?loves'(j', x)

A proper answer is one that is consistent with at least one, but not all of the following possibilities.

a) “Everybody loves John”;

b) “Somebody loves John”;

c) “Somebody does not love John”;

d) “Nobody loves John”;

This characterisation loses some of the fine-grained distinctions that Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984, 1990b) make concerning answers and exhaustive answers, but reduces the number of permutations that have to be considered when determining whether A is a proper answer. Unfortunately it cannot avoid the fundamental problem that the property of answerhood for a given question is not necessarily tractable for arbitrary domains, and that it cannot be internalised into the representation language.

The extensional, model-theoretic interpretation of questions of Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984, 1990b, 1997a) is not universally accepted. Ginzburg & Sag (2001) argue that it is incorrect to interpret questions by their exhaustive answerhood criteria. There may be contextual effects that change what constitutes an exhaustive answer, and different questions may have the same exhaustive answers. These arguments echo those concerned with propositions and truth conditions (Section 4.2); just as it can be argued that propositions are more than their truth conditions, perhaps questions are more than their answerhood conditions.

An alternative is to treat questions as something more basic, perhaps represented by propositions with abstracted variables. To do it justice, such an account needs to be formulated in a theory that does not automatically conflate any such propositional abstracts with “mere” properties and relations. Ginzburg & Sag (2001) develop such an approach to questions and answers in the context of situation-theoretic semantics. It should be possible to adapt the key aspects of this approach to other semantic frameworks.

Imperatives

It seems appropriate to consider some kind of theory of entailment for imperatives that can determine when one imperative “implies” another. As with propositional connectives, we may wish to consider notions of entailment between simple and complex imperatives, including conjoined imperatives, disjoined imperatives, and imperatives containing negation. Certainly it seems appealing to assume that there is a form of entailment relationship that can say something about the following pairs of examples.
The intuitions behind even these cases are not always straightforward. For example, in the case of disjunction there are two potential readings, the so-called free choice and weak readings (Kamp 1975). Imperatives may also combine with propositions.

If you see John, say hello!

In such a case, we might want to “infer” the imperative to say hello in the event that John is seen (or possibly that the subject might want to avoid seeking John).

There are also the so-called pseudo-imperative constructions (Franke 2006) whose formal analysis appears non-trivial, as with the following examples.

Have another drink and you will die!

Have another drink and you will be happy!

Have another drink or you will die!

A fundamental question is what counts as a relevant notion of entailment for imperatives. There are similarities with questions, in that it does not seem appropriate to assign imperatives a direct truth-conditional interpretation. Unlike interrogatives, imperatives are not so easily embedded inside other expressions. Nor is there an overtly linguistic counterpart to an “answer”. The question about what kinds of behaviour should be modelled by a semantic analysis of imperatives revolves around notions of what are sometimes referred to as satisfaction and validity (Ross 1945). In the case of the former, there is a notion of an imperative being satisfied by some response. Entailments may then be expressed in terms that describe which other imperatives are satisfied by such a response.

As elsewhere, different frameworks have been adopted and adapted to capture appropriate patterns of behaviour associated with imperatives. Many accounts assume a possible-worlds perspective, with actions (or possible actions) that update the state of the world so that it satisfies some propositional analogue of the imperative. The question arises as to whether an imperative is satisfied by a propositional description of the desired state, or by a particular agent engaging in an appropriate action. Given the following imperative

Shut the window!

any natural utterance of this will typically be directed at an individual (or group of individuals), with the expectation that it is that individual who
will cause the particular desired outcome, or that the particular individual engaging in the associated activity is the desired outcome, so that

\[(59) \text{“John shuts the window.”}\]

is a propositional description of the satisfaction criteria of \[(58)\]. A more elaborate view might additionally contemplate a counter-factual element to satisfaction, so that John’s shutting of the window only genuinely satisfies the imperative if John would not otherwise have shut the window.

Many accounts of imperatives (including those of Segerberg (1990), Lascarides & Asher (2004) and many others) have sought to avoid what has come to be known as Ross’ Paradox. This is the view expressed by Ross (1945) that a logic of imperatives is impossible to achieve because it appears impossible to discern a coherent collection of inferences that encapsulate the notions of satisfaction and validity. That is, inferences cannot both allow us to conclude (a) which other imperatives are satisfied given that the imperative in the premise has been satisfied (satisfaction) and (b) that the requirement to comply with a particular command in the premise entails that we should comply with a command in the conclusion (validity). The example often cited in favour of this view concerns disjunction introduction. Consider the following two imperatives.

\[(60)\]
\[a) \text{“Post the letter!”}\]
\[b) \text{“Post the letter or burn the letter!”}\]

To many, the most natural inference is from \[(60b)\] to \[(60a)\] (Kamp, 1973). This corresponds to an inference concerning validity. However, if a logic of imperatives follows the usual rule of disjunction introduction, the inference should go the other way around. This can only correspond to an inference concerning satisfaction: if we have satisfied the requirement to post the letter, we would also have satisfied a requirement to post or burn the letter.

Even if both notions (satisfaction and validity) cannot be encapsulated by a single rule, that does not mean there can be no meaningful logics of satisfaction and validity. We might instead consider a logic of satisfaction independently of a logic of validity. The former might in many cases parallel inferences of indicative reasoning, whereas the latter may be more akin to a notion of refinement from computer science (Wirth, 1971). This latter view may also correspond to a more pragmatic analysis of imperatives which characterises the problem of “what should be done” in terms of lists of obligations that need to be fulfilled (Piwek, 2000; Portner, 2005).

4.4 Expressiveness, Formal Power, and Computability

In computational semantics there is a tension. We want a theory that is computationally tractable but also sufficiently expressive to handle the natural language phenomena of interest. In many cases the most convenient way of obtaining expressiveness is by adopting a more powerful representation language.
Yet more formal power is typically accompanied by computational intractability. In some cases, however, it is possible to find a virtuous combination of appropriate expressiveness without an undesirable increase in formal power beyond what is computationally tractable.

The issue of computability arises in many guises. For example, theoremhood is, in general, intractable in higher-order formalisms. This is because such formalisms do not have a decidable proof-theory: the theorems of higher-order theories are not recursively enumerable. This suggests that systems with the power of first-order logic should be preferred to higher-order systems. There are other cases where a sacrifice in expressiveness may be appropriate. For example, in the case of arithmetic and quantifiers of number, we may prefer weaker more tractable theories such as Presburger arithmetic over Peano arithmetic. In general, these trade-offs in power may mean that certain pertinent notions are not expressible (such as the quantifier “infinitely many” in the case of a genuinely first-order theory, and the notion of multiplication in the case of Presburger arithmetic).

Related to this is the specific problem of impredicativity. This can arise with type quantification—as used in Section 4.1 of Section 4.1. If we allow such type quantification to range over all types, including polymorphic types, then the evaluation of polymorphic types can be deeply problematic in a computational system (the evaluation of such a type requires us to quantify over the very type that we are attempting to evaluate). Fortunately it appears that natural language does not require such a powerful typing system; we can compromise by having the expressivity of polymorphic types, but restricted so that there is no problematic quantification over polymorphic types themselves. This is a case where it is possible to have a more expressive theory without increasing the power of the system beyond what is computationally tractable.

There are other notions that cannot be formalised within any computable theory besides impredicative types, such as the notion of truth, and answerhood conditions (Section 4.3). We may define constraints on how truth and answerhood should behave, but that does not mean the notions themselves are intrinsically amenable to definition within a tractable theory. Here we might begin to see how notions relevant to computational semantics might not be directly expressed by an implementation, but they may be properties of such an implementation.

This suggests an alternative characterisation of computational semantics, where the idea of computability itself is considered as a constraint on appropriate formalisations and models (Turner 2007). As a methodological constraint, this may be relevant even in the event that the behaviours being described by a formal theory are not directly relevant to any conceivable practical implementation. Rather, the claim might be made that a computable theory potentially has more explanatory power than a theory expressed in an intrinsically intractable framework.

Indeed, we can contemplate using the constraint of computability not just in the context of the formal representations of meaning, but also in the process
of translating natural language into those representations. It is conventional only to require that the translation is compositional (Section 2.1). Unfortunately, it turns out that if there are no restrictions on the nature of the functions used to combine the meaning of the parts, then compositionality does not impose any effective restriction on the nature of the interpretation (Zdrozny 1994). In effect, compositionality is a constraint only on the form of the translation rules, and their coverage, not their function. That is, as usually defined, compositionality is a restriction on the way in which a translation is produced, rather than necessarily being a restriction on the end result of that translation.

If we ignore the evaluation of the functions that are applied in a compositional translation, then the constraint of compositionality ensures that the translation process is recursive on the structure of the expression. For every syntactic constituency rule there should be a corresponding rule for determining the semantic representation to be associated with the head of the expression as a function of the semantic representation of its constituent parts. This guarantees that every syntactic analysis has a corresponding semantic interpretation.

Of course, the evaluation of the functions used in a compositional interpretation are important. If the functions themselves are meta-theoretic, and not part of the semantic theory as such, then they need to be applied to produce a well-formed representation. Even if they are part of the semantic theory, we may need to apply the functions in order to derive a representation in some “normal form”. In either case, it would be appropriate to consider constraints on the nature of the functions themselves. At the very least, we would expect them to be computable.
5 Corpus-based and Machine Learning Methods

Although the focus of this chapter, and indeed much work in computational semantics, has largely been on the application of techniques for computationally tractable semantic analysis based upon representations in formal logic, there are other computational approaches that involve less traditional forms of semantic analysis which do not rely upon strictly logical theories of meaning. These include approaches that exploit corpus-based techniques and machine learning. We will briefly survey a small sample of these techniques and their applications, and speculate on the role that a more formal analysis may play in their application, particularly in the case of textual entailment.

5.1 Latent Semantic Analysis

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et al., 2007, 1998) is a technique that aims to determine a “conceptual” or “semantic” space for words and the documents in which they occur. The number of “concepts” used is invariably smaller than the number of different words in the documents. The idea is that words denoting similar concepts will be mapped onto each other in this reduced space. The technique is able to determine when word-meanings—and documents—are related, even when the words never occur in the same context and the documents have few words in common. Two words may be deemed to be conceptually related because the words that they appear with occur together in other documents. This allows us to compare and process words and documents in concept space.

The technique takes as input a word-document matrix where each entry indicates the number of times a given word appears in a given document. It then uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Golub & van Loan, 1989) effectively to “rotate” the word-document space to a different set of dimensions. These dimensions (the “latent space”) are such that they give the axes of greatest variation for the original word-document matrix. Dimension reduction can then be applied by pruning those dimensions with the smallest contribution. The dimensions that are left are considered to correspond to some notion of a “concept”. In the matrix of reduced dimensionality, words which make a similar contribution are effectively merged together. The intuitive argument is that different words will have similar vector representations in this reduced space if they denote a similar concept.

This technique has a number of applications (Landauer et al., 2007, 1998) including document indexing and search (Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Deerwester et al., 1990) and automatic essay marking (Thomas K. Landauer & Laham, 1998). It can also be used to cluster documents according to their conceptual similarity. In the case of LSI, the terms occurring in a query expression can also be mapped to the corresponding concepts, which are then used to retrieve the documents in which those concepts occur. This allows docu-
5.2 Extraction of Semantic Roles

Identification of semantic roles is useful for a range of problems such as question answering (Narayanan & Harabagiu 2004; Sun et al. 2005; Kaiser 2006; Shen & Lapata 2007), dialogue systems (Liu 1995), and information extraction (Riloff 1993). The notion of semantic role is connected with the notions of subcategorisation and selection preferences, which may determine the syntactic function and “thematic role” of an entity. (In some cases, coercion by way of metaphor or some other semantic relation may be needed to obtain a natural interpretation.) The syntactic role of a verb’s complement can give an indication of the semantic role of nominal expressions, such as agent, patient, theme etc. (Fillmore 1968; Dowty 1991). More specific roles may also be defined, as in Frame semantics (Fillmore 1976), and FrameNet languages (Baker et al. 1998). Resources such as PropBank (Palmer et al. 2005), provide a hand-corrected body of predicate-argument annotations of the Penn Treebank. There are machine learning methods (both supervised and unsupervised) for automatically determining semantic roles. Such methods can be used to learn to label constituents of a sentence with the semantic roles of a target frame (Gildea & Jurafsky 2002). One problem is that the correspondence between syntactic categories and semantic roles is not always direct or easy to predict. Machine learning techniques that have been applied to this problem include maximum entropy, rule-based, memory-based, and kernel methods (see CHAPTERS ???, ???, ???).

5.3 Word Sense Disambiguation

Word sense disambiguation (Ide & Véronis 1998) is a useful step when dealing with various essentially semantic issues, such as question answering and
intelligent document retrieval. The objective is to be able to distinguish between various senses of a word. Machine learning techniques can be used in a variety of ways to achieve this. One common feature is to identify word senses from the different contexts in which a given word is used. For many tasks, a fine discrimination between senses might not be required (Ide & Wilks, 2006).

Knowledge-based approaches may use dictionaries and thesauri to provide examples of different word senses, and the other words associated with a given sense (Lesk, 1986), as well as ontological relationships (Roberto Navigli, 2005). In general such approaches may be limited by the quality and relevance of the information sources used.

Data-driven approaches seek to determine different senses of a word by identifying patterns, or clusters, of co-occurrences and contexts, both local and global (McCarthy et al., 2004). They may involve supervised or unsupervised learning. In the former case, sense-tagged corpora may be used to train a sense disambiguation algorithm. In the latter case, clustering techniques may be used to identify different collocation contexts, which are assumed to correspond to different word senses. Various assumptions may be made to aid training. One such assumption is that generally speaking a word appearing more than once in a given document is likely to share the same word sense (Gale et al., 1992a).

Bilingual corpora may also be used to help identify the different senses of a word by identifying systematic differences in translation (Gale et al., 1992b; Kaji & Morimoto, 2005).

Sense disambiguation is discussed in CHAPTER ANNOTATION (Palmer and Xue).

5.4 Textual Entailment

One of the purposes of a computationally feasible formal semantic analysis of language is to determine what is entailed by a given text. This is called textual entailment. It can be thought of as capturing relationships of the form \( t \Rightarrow h \), where \( t \) is some natural language text, and \( h \) is some hypothesis, also expressed in natural language. The usual notion of entailment is one where \( h \) would not follow without \( t \); that is, \( h \) cannot be obtained from any of the background information that is being used to capture entailment relations. Textual entailment can be applied to the problems of information extraction, question answering, translation, summarisation and other NLP tasks (Glickman et al., 2005). In some cases, it is possible to capture a notion of textual entailment using statistical and probabilistic techniques, rather than a purely logic-based analysis of meaning. Indeed, the term “textual entailment” is often used in a context that does not presuppose a rigorous, logic-based analysis of meaning.

The mechanisms for obtaining appropriate entailment patterns include hand-coded rules, acquired knowledge and machine learning (see CHAPTER, XXX, XXX, XXX). For example, a range of machine learning techniques can
be applied to find approximations to human judgements concerning entailment patterns, or rules. Another possibility is to exploit patterns of words that indicate some intended inference or relation. For example, hyponyms and meronyms may be identified by discovering ontological relationships from corpora that are indicated by particular patterns \cite{Hearst1992, BerlandCharniak1996}. Various other semantic relationships may also be discovered, including causal relations \cite{Girju2003, Coleetal2006} and temporal ordering and other relationships between verb meanings \cite{ChklovskiPantel2004}. This may not be entirely robust. There may be problems to overcome with patterns that are over-general, negative polarity contexts, and anaphoric expressions \cite{SanchezGrailletPoesio2007, SanchezGrailletetal2007} for example.

The method may be made more robust if there is a notion of the semantic class of a word \cite{Girjuetal2006}, although this requires additional work in identifying the relevant semantic classes.

Such methods may help to identify particular kinds of entailments. There are however other more general corpus-based approaches to inference, some of which rely upon a traditional formal semantic analysis, where a semantic analysis of the documents in question is produced, along with the hypothesis that is to be checked. In general this requires a broad coverage deep syntactic analysis, comprehensive semantic analysis and a robust theorem prover. For some problem domains, such as question-answering, it is possible that techniques based on pattern-matching of the semantic representations may be adequate \cite{Ahnetal2005}. Additional sources of information may have to be analysed to determine relevant relationships between information in a given document (or document collection) and a hypothesis that is being tested, or a question that is being asked. In addition to finding evidence of such relationships from supplementary sources of information, there have been proposals to improve the robustness of theorem proving by allowing costed abductive assumptions \cite{Rainaetal2005} which allow some degree of flexibility in unifying the terms that appear in a proof. Cost functions can be used to minimise the contribution of abductive reasoning that is permitted within a proof to avoid perverse results.

It is sometimes argued that contemporary formal techniques (which have been the focus of this chapter) are too fragile and incomplete to be used for such applications. Alternative approaches seek to represent knowledge, and capture textual entailments, using shallower, less abstract representations of the text. Such methods include hierarchical representations based upon description logics \cite{deSalvoBrazetal2005}. These seek to capture structural, relational and other semantic properties. Other approaches use representations that are closer to the surface form of language, including lexically-based parse-tree representations \cite{Daganetal2008}, perhaps augmented with annotations (for negation and modality, for example). A relevant work on this topic is \cite{Daganetal2009}. A comprehensive analysis of textual entailment almost certainly needs to address questions of resolving anaphora. But corpus-
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based methods have also been applied to this problem (Niyu Ge & Charniak 1998, Paul et al. 1999, Poesio & Alexandrov-Kabadjo 2004).

5.5 Relationship to Formal Semantics

We may wonder about the nature of the relationship between corpus based methods and formal, logic-based approaches. The relevance of this issue is perhaps most obvious in the case of textual entailment, which aims to address one of the objectives of formal methods—that of capturing legitimate entailment relationships.

One question is whether it is realistic to assume that formal approaches will ever be able to model the full range of textual entailments, or whether entailments captured by corpus-based methods will ever be as trustworthy as logic-based inference. We offer no view on this matter here, but observe that some aspects of textual entailment may need to be informed by something resembling a formal analysis for us to know what counts as a legitimate or illegitimate entailment, and why—even if only to ensure an element of consistency, and confidence, in the conclusions drawn. Regardless of the underlying mechanism used for capturing textual entailment relationships, it also seems appropriate to formalise normative rules concerning how a coherent notion of textual entailment should behave; that is, we should consider formulating a logic of textual entailment to characterise the properties that the relationship $t \Rightarrow h$ should support.

Another topic that may merit further exploration is a better understanding of the relationships, if any, between a logic-based conception of semantics, and the notion of semantics as used in work that builds on word and phrase co-occurrence data and its generalisations, such as LSA. At the time of writing, it appears there have been few if any attempts to reconcile these different views on the nature of natural language semantics.
6 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has presented some of the basic ideas behind computational semantics, with some sample topics and research questions. Some corpus-based techniques that embody a notion of semantics have been sketched, but the primary focus has been on logic-based approaches. One idea that arises in the presentation is not merely to think of computational semantics as describing theories of semantics that lend themselves to implementation, but to consider computability itself as a constraint on theories of meaning and semantic analysis. We can also distinguish between those aspects of a theory of meaning that lend themselves to direct implementation, and those that describe the properties of an implementation, without themselves necessarily being implementable.
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